Gender differences in verbal behaviour in a call routing speech application
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Abstract
This paper reports results on verbal behavior in a live natural language call routing speech application. Differences between male and female callers in terms of verbosity are investigated, and put in relation to three variations of the system prompts. Findings show that in this particular application female callers are more verbose than male callers for open style prompts, while there is no difference for a directed style prompt.

Introduction
Almost all organisations and companies that handle large volumes of incoming telephony contacts from customers and end users have a need for some kind of call routing, that is, some means of assuring that calls reach their proper destinations promptly and with a high degree of service. As businesses and organisations grow in complexity, call routing has become a common application of speech technology. In many cases, such applications ask so-called open-ended questions, using natural language understanding technologies to allow callers to speak freely to describe their reason-for-calls.

This paper reports on findings in behavioural differences between genders in one such system, handling incoming calls to a major Swedish retail company.

Background
The study of open-ended call routing applications, oftentimes referred to as How May I Help You-systems, or HMIHY’s, started with Gorin et al. (1997). They investigated data-driven methods for the development of such systems, and to date similar methods remain dominant, though in different flavours and with different means of representing meaning (cf. Kituno et al., 2003; Huang & Cox, 2006; Boye & Wirén, 2007; Lee et al., 2000, for a general discussion).

Behavioral aspects in call routing have been investigated since the late 1990s. For example, McInnes et al. (1999) found that using more ‘open’ style questions when prompting the caller for input elicited longer responses than when using a more direct, or ‘closed’ prompt style. Sheeder & Balogh (2003) investigated the impact on responses when the system presented examples of typical user responses before prompting the caller to speak, showing that examples increased routing precision in the application. Williams & Witt (2004) explored prompting strategies in relation to the domain of the application. They found that in a domain where callers had clear expectations on the structure of the task, open style prompting was more successful than in a domain where caller expectations were more vague. Eklund & Wirén (2010) investigated prompt style and its effects on the presence of filled pauses in user responses. They found that prompt style greatly influenced callers’ verbosity in that open style prompts elicited longer answers.

None of these studies focused on caller characteristics such as gender, despite the fact that gender has most likely played a central role in human history. Detailed caller characteristics may often be inaccessible for analysis, but gender stands out in that it can usually be determined from just listening to recordings, with at least some degree of certainty.

The exact role, function and status the genders have been “given” has varied a lot throughout history, and recent Western political debate has highlighted gender aspects.

Method
The data we present in this study were collected from live callers using a prototype call routing application. The prototype application was designed solely for the purpose of data collection. It did not employ any real routing
logic, but posed as a live application in order to elicit genuine responses from callers.

The application was deployed and integrated with the main call center of a major Swedish retail company. Hence, all data are collected from real-world customers, calling in with real reason-for-calls. The original goal of this setup was to analyze and assess the viability of a full-functionality call routing application. The data utilized here is a subset of the original data set.

The prototype application, having no internal logic, presented each caller with two prompts; first an initial main prompt, and then one follow-up prompt.

For the main prompt, there were three alternative prompt wordings, or prompt styles, as follows:

Open question prompt: “How may we help you?” (“Vad kan vi hjälpa dig med”)

Basic question prompt: “What is the reason for your call?” (“Vad gäller ditt ärende?”)

Keyword prompt: “Please state, with a word or two, the reason for your call!” (“Säg med ett eller två ord vad ditt ärende gäller”)

The intention was to achieve variation in prompt style in terms of open-endedness. In any given call, the prompt was selected pseudo-randomly, even though the distribution is not equal – the basic question prompt was played in 50% of the calls, the other two in 25% each.

Follow-up prompts were also varied in a corresponding fashion, independently of the main prompts. However, effects of this variation are not detailed in this study.

The recorded utterances were transcribed and annotated according to the following classifications:

Gender – male or female. This was judged according to the annotators’ perception only.

Number of words. The number of full lexical items uttered, not non-verbal sounds, etc.

Informativeness. Informative or non-informative. Whether the utterance contained any information pertaining to the subject matter of the call.

Finite verb. If there were was one (or more) finite verb uttered in the utterance.

In total, 856 calls, from 363 and 493 male and female callers, respectively, were transcribed and annotated.

Results

Table 1 shows the average number of words spoken in utterance 1 and utterance 2 for male and female callers, respectively. Note that no differentiation is made for prompt style.

Table 1. Average number of spoken words per utterance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Utt 1</th>
<th>Utt 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen, females utter more words in both the first utterance ($p = 0.000074$, $t$-test, two-tailed) and in the second utterance ($p = 0.0066$, $t$-test, two-tailed).

Investigating whether this difference holds for all prompt styles, Table 2 shows the average number of words for utterance 1, as a function of prompt style.

Table 2. Average number of spoken words in the first utterance, for each prompt style

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Keyw.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As is seen here, female callers utter more words than male callers in response to both the open prompt ($p = 0.0029$, $t$-test, two-tailed) and the direct prompt ($p = 0.00096$, $t$-test, two-tailed). However, for the keyword prompt, the difference is not significant ($p = 0.64$, $t$-test, two-tailed). This suggests that prompt style influences male and female callers’ verbal behaviour to different degrees.

To investigate the nature of these differences further, the presence of finite verbs in responses was investigated (see Eklund & Wirén, 2010). The assumption was that finite verbs would be an indicator of more conversational responses. The results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Proportion of utterances containing a finite verb, per utterance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Utt 1</th>
<th>Utt 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As is seen, females are more likely to include a finite verb form than are males \((p = 0.0053, Z\text{-}test, \text{two\text{-}tailed})\). There is a similar tendency for the second utterance, but the difference is not significant \((p = 0.16, Z\text{-}test, \text{two\text{-}tailed})\).

In Table 4 it can be seen that female callers produce more utterances that contain at least one finite verb than male callers do for the open prompt \((p = 0.016, Z\text{-}test, \text{two\text{-}tailed})\) as well as for the basic prompt \((p = 0.023, Z\text{-}test, \text{two\text{-}tailed})\). For the keyword prompt, there is no significant difference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Keyw.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Still, as seen in Table 5 below, there are no significant differences in terms of informative utterances between males or females, for any of the three prompt styles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Keyw.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>87.7%</td>
<td>87.9%</td>
<td>87.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>88.2%</td>
<td>87.3%</td>
<td>84.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion and future work

In short, the main finding here is that in this particular application, female and male callers respond differently to prompts that are more conversational in style. The female callers’ responses are more verbose, and contain more finite verbs. These differences occur when the system uses a prompt style that to a higher degree encourages such behaviour, whereas for the keyword prompt, there are no significant differences between male and female callers. It would seem that in this particular case, female callers are more influenced by, or receptive to, the “speech style” of the system.

Looking for an explanation for the observed differences, the most obvious one would perhaps be that women just “speak more than men”, which is also a claim that is often encountered. The origin of this claim is most likely Louann Brizendine’s (2006) bestseller The Female Brain where it was claimed that women, on average, use 20,000 words per day, whereas men use only 7,000 words, a claim that received a lot of attention. However, closer scrutiny revealed that these figures had no scientific ground, and several subsequent, quantitative, studies either found no differences between men and women as to verbosity (Mehl et al., 2007; Cameron, 2007; Liberman, 2006), or even found that men are in fact more verbose than women (Leaper & Ayres, 2007).

However, several studies do point to gender differences in both cognitive abilities in general (Halpern & Tan, 2001; Mann et al., 1990) and in linguistic style/behaviour (e.g. Leaper & Ayres, 2007; Haas, 1979; Crosby & Nyquist, 1977).

While the reported general trend is that men, as a group, have superior spatial ability (Kimura, 1996), women, as a group, tend to exhibit superior verbal fluency (Halpern & Tan, 2001; Mann et al., 2001). One possible explanation for this that has been offered is that females have a thicker corpus callosum than men (De Lacoste-Utamsing & Holloway, 1982) which could perhaps also explain the often reported claim that women have less lateralized hemispheres for several cognitive functions, including language processing (Shaywitz et al., 1995).

However, although several studies point to neurological gender differences (which would also explain gender differences concerning e.g. dyslexia etc.), there are also several studies that have found no significant differences between the sexes (Brouwer, Gerritsen & De Haan, 2007; Sommer et al., 2004; Hyde, 1981). For reviews, see Cahill (2006) and Frost et al. (1999).

Another important factor that needs to be mentioned is the voice (gender) of the system, which in this case was male. One can speculate that females perceive this as more authoritative, leading them to speak more in the style of the prompts they respond to. It would be a natural extension of this study to also control for the variation of the gender of the system (see Nass & Brave, 2005).

These factors aside, considering other possible explanations for these behavioural differences, one possibility could be to consider how callers perceive the system. It may be argued that female callers, to a higher degree than male callers, view the system as a conversational partner with capabilities similar to a human. Male callers, on the other hand, would then perceive the system more as just another user interface. This is consistent with Edlund et al. (2008), who propose that users’ conceptions of spoken dialog systems, and their interactional
style, can be explained in terms of what type of metaphor they use to conceive the system.

Finally, we can conclude that we have observed significant differences between the genders in the interaction with this particular human–machine dialog system. Whether or not this result is a fluke, or has an underlying basis in how the genders interact with systems needs to be investigated in future research.

However, irrespective of the underlying reasons for potential language use differences between the genders, the observed difference could (perhaps) conceivably constitute a parameter to consider when designing HMI systems with a clear gender bias in user profiles.
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